NOW REGISTERING
CEED SPRING 2016
ONLINE COURSES

Preschooler Movement and Brain Development: Promoting the Critical Connection

- Explore the interconnection between physical, social-emotional and cognitive development and physical activity
- Discover practical approaches to facilitating gross and fine motor skills
- Understand developmental milestones and early movement skill in relation to the whole child
- Discover physical activities that are fun and set a tone for healthy futures

INSTRUCTOR—Carol Leitschuh, PhD
9 weeks  |  February 22 to April 25, 2016
42 clock hours or 1 academic credit

“The course has been a very engaging and renewing experience for me. I’ve enjoyed the make up of the class—the way the lectures and reading were constructed and the way the homework really was more an application than a recitation of learning. Thanks for the real learning experience.”

VISIT CEED’S WEBSITE
http://cehd.umn.edu/ceed
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